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Korean actors  Mina Shin and Jungjae Lee are Gucci's  new global ambassadors . Image courtesy of Gucci

 
By LUXURY DAILY NEWS SERVICE

Italian fashion label Gucci is announcing two new global brand ambassadors, Korean actors Mina Shin and Jungjae
Lee.

Ms. Shin has been lauded globally for her personal sense of style and acting talent, and Mr. Lee continues to gain
fanfare for his excellent performances in the hit television series "Squid Game" and other projects. Both entertainers
reflect Gucci's ethos of self-expression and creativity, as well as the growing influence of Korean pop culture
worldwide.

Gucci global ambassadors 
Ms. Shin is best known for her work in the television series "Hometown Cha-Cha-Cha;" "Tomorrow, With You" and
"Oh My Venus," among others. Mr. Lee is best known for his recent work in the suspenseful Netflix series "Squid
Game," which according to Deadline is currently the most number one streamed television program in the United
States.

#MinaShin joins as new Gucci global brand ambassador. Here, the actress appears in a series
of images wearing key pieces from #GucciAria, including a selection of #GucciJewelry.
#AlessandroMichele pic.twitter.com/JIXYoqJMVa

gucci (@gucci) November 11, 2021

With the announcement on Nov. 11, the fashion label posted photos of Ms. Shin fashioning pieces from the Gucci
Aria collection. The pair join a long roster of entertainers who have served as Gucci representatives.

Gucci offered behind-the-scenes footage in August of its  fragrance campaign, starring the face of Gucci Flora, Miley
Cyrus.
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In a vignette, viewers watch as the singer and actor discusses the connection between Gucci's fragrance and the
expressive, calming elements of gardening. With rosy aesthetics that parallel the overall campaign, the behind the
scenes short is  a treat for consumers who associate fragrances with the feelings they elicit, including the feeling of
peace within nature (see story).
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